Manuall Deicer Sprayers

**Handheld (2) Gallon Sprayer**
- Translucent tank with large funnel top
- KEM-Oil braided power sprayer style hose – our most chemical resistant
- Strong curved brass 18” spray wand / Brass flat fan nozzle
- HPP High Performance Pump with glove-sized comfort grip handle
- Comes with shoulder straps
- VITON EQUIPPED / 1 year warranty

**Wheeled Spray Wagon – 3 Gallon**
- Translucent tank
- Dura Tuf chemical resistant 72” hose
- Over-sized wide tread wheels for stability
- 18” poly spray wand
- Fan / cone Pic-A-Pattern nozzle system
- HPP High Performance Pump with comfortable glove-sized handle
- VITON EQUIPPED / 1 year warranty

**Backpack Sprayer – 4 Gallon**
- Extra large fill opening prevents spills when adding chemical
- Extra long 20” poly spray wand
- Oversized wide tread wheels for stability
- Bonus nozzle system with 4 different spray settings
- Power piston pump
- Left or right handed pumping action
- VITON EQUIPPED / 1 year warranty

**Never Pump Backpack Sprayer – 4 Gallon**
- 72” PVC power sprayer-style hose
- Extra Long 20” poly spray wand
- Bonus nozzle system includes 4 different nozzles
- Lead acid battery sprays for 10 continuous hours on a single charge
- Includes AC charger that completely charges battery in 9 hours
- Extra large fill opening prevents spills when adding chemical
- VITON EQUIPPED / 1 year warranty

**CF Valve – Constant Flow Upgrade 21psi**
- Regardless of the amount of pressure pumped into the sprayer, the valve maintains a maximum pressure and steady flow at the nozzle. When pressure in the tank falls below the amount set by the valve, the spray immediately shuts off. Thus, accurate calibration comes easy. Can save up to 25% in chemicals!
- VITON EQUIPPED / 1 year warranty